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1. Introduction 

North East Lincolnshire Archives (hereafter abbreviated to NELA) aims to make 

access to its collections as wide as possible and to enable people of all backgrounds 

to use our resources both on and off site. 

NELA will seek to promote access by: 

• Working with all users to provide access in a safe and secure environment. 

• Providing equal opportunities for all users. 

• Consulting with, and being responsive to, the needs of users, staff and 

stakeholders. 

• Continuously improving our service to meet users’ needs. 

• Developing remote access to our holdings.  

• Raising awareness of the relevance and significance of our collections.  

2. Our collections 

The collective holdings of NELA constitute the most comprehensive source of 

primary information on the history of North East and North Lincolnshire that can be 

accessed by the public.   

Included in our collections are the records of local government (dating back to the 

13th century), Quarter Sessions papers, school records and building plans. We also 

hold the records of local charities, businesses, societies and campaign groups. Our 

holdings provide a unique insight into the maritime history of Grimsby, which was 

once the largest fishing port in the world; these records include plans of the docks 

(together with their associated buildings and infrastructure), shipping registers, 

fishing apprentice registers and over 38,000 crew agreements.  

 



3. Access to NELA 

• NELA is free to use and open to everyone.  

• We aim to make access to our holdings as wide as possible and we welcome 

visitors with a diverse range of interests and research needs.  

• We endeavour to explain our holdings, services and conditions of access as 

clearly, comprehensively and simply as possible.  

• We welcome feedback from users about our face-to-face, postal and e-mail 

communications. 

• Original items from our collections are made available to the public at events 

such as Heritage Open Days. 

• Facsimiles of items from our collections are used in outside events, such as 

school visits.  

4. Remote access to our collections 

As many potential users of NELA cannot visit the site, remote access to our 

collections is of great importance.  

• The catalogue entries on our CALM database can be remotely accessed 

through our website.  

• Images of many items from our collections can be viewed on our Facebook 

page, which we share with Grimsby Local History Library.  

• Photocopies of documents from our collections can be ordered by telephone 

or e-mail.  

5. Access to original records 

• Free access to original documents is provided in our Search Room, which is 

open every week day except Friday.   

• Access to some classes of records may be restricted for a term of years under 

Data Protection legislation, national guidelines or access conditions requested 

by the depositor.  

• Access to some unlisted records may be restricted if security is compromised 

through a lack of reference numbers or there is a risk of a sequence of papers 

becoming muddled. We will, however, make every effort to draft list and 

number the papers if a request from the public is made and reasonable notice 

is given. 

• Some records may also be closed to the public because of their physical 

condition. However, as we have an on-site conservator we can often 

undertake the required repair work to allow the material to be seen.  

 

 

 



6. Copying records 

• Users can request copies of our records subject to current copyright 

legislation and on payment of our current charges. Users are required to sign 

a copyright declaration, which is incorporated into the order form.  

• Copies will not be made of records if there is a risk of causing damage.   

• Users can photograph records themselves, provided that they complete a 

copyright form.  

7. Copies for publication or official use 

 Any publication of copies of our records must be agreed with NELA in 

advance and certain conditions apply.  

 Items that are protected under copyright legislation may not be reproduced 

unless the requisite permission has been obtained.  

 We provide copies of documents for official and legal purposes; the classes of 

records in question include motor vehicle licensing papers, planning records 

and entries in the court registers  

8. Enquiries 

 NELA aims to provide accurate, friendly and helpful advice on its collections. 

 We aim to provide an answer to most enquiries within 5 working days. 

 We undertake straightforward enquiries free of charge, but levy a fee if the 

research is more complicated. 

 We have a small staff and if an enquiry is likely to be very time consuming we 

will advise the researcher to use a record agent. We usually suggest 

contacting AGRA, but we also have a list of researchers who have local 

knowledge or specialise in certain classes of records.  

9. User involvement 

 Users are invited to contribute suggestions, comments and complaints about 

our services by submitting a Customer Feedback Form or by talking to staff.  

 Unfortunately, because the office did not have an archivist for a number of 

years, NELA’s User Group has not met for some time. However, with the 

recent appointment of an archival professional we hope to arrange a meeting 

in the near future.  

 We have worked with a number of local schools in recent months and a visit 

to Scartho Primary School received very positive feedback.   

 We post images on the pages of local Facebook groups, such as Grimsby 

Family History and Cleethorpes Memories, and these groups frequently share 

material that is posted on our own page.  

 We assist other local heritage sites, such as the Grimsby Fishing Heritage 

Centre, with their research.  



 We welcome volunteers, but because of limited staff we have not been able to 

offer as many volunteering opportunities as we would like. With the recent 

appointment of an archivist, we hope to take on more volunteers in the near 

future.  

 We publicise news about our collections, interesting new acquisitions, 

forthcoming events and any access issues via social media as well as on our 

website.  

 

 

 


